
INTRODUCING OPTCONNECT MYLO
Tenacious Connectivity, Magnetic Personality

Built for IoT and M2M Communication

SUPERIOR CONNECTIVITY

BEST CONGESTION PERFORMANCE

MULTI-CARRIER REDUNDANCY

OptConnect mylo is specifically designed 
for ATM, POS, and sensor applications 
using the latest 4G LTE Category M1 
cellular technology that offers benefits not 
seen before.

OptConnect mylo penetrates buildings and basements better than any other cellular 
technology. It even works when it’s farther away from cell towers than other products. While 
older technologies might be close enough to work with only one cell tower, mylo can see and 
communicate with several more distant towers making your business less affected by issues at 
a single tower.

During peak usage periods at concerts and sporting events, mylo keeps working when 
phones, tablets, and other products lose their connection. The cellular carriers give mylo 
priority over other technologies. So, when everyone is sharing video of the big game and 
other machines are faltering, mylo keeps your equipment going strong.

Not satisfied with superior connections on only one carrier, mylo works with both Verizon and 
AT&T networks. That means that if one network goes down, mylo automatically switches to 
the other network in just a few seconds so your business is barely affected when one carrier 
has a hiccup.

CASE INSTALLS ITSELF

FULLY MANAGED SOLUTION

OptConnect mylo attaches itself to virtually any metal surface thanks to the magnets hidden in its 
base. It’s the first cellular product that literally installs itself. No brackets. No tape. Almost magic.

Best of all, all of these cutting-edge features – superior connectivity, the best congestion 
performance, multi-carrier redundancy, and a case that installs itself – come in addition to our 
already robust suite of fully managed services. 
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